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Welcome to OrbiCapital! This Trade Execution Policy outlines our commitment to ensuring fair
and efficient trade execution for our clients in the foreign exchange (forex) market. Please read
this policy carefully to understand our approach to trade execution.

1. Best Execution

OrbiCapital is dedicated to achieving the best possible outcome for our clients when executing
their trades. We strive to provide fair and timely execution, considering factors such as price,
speed, likelihood of execution, and cost.

2. Order Execution

a. Market Orders
Market orders are executed at the best available market price at the time the order reaches our
system. We aim to execute market orders swiftly and efficiently.

b. Limit Orders
Limit orders are executed at the specified price or better. If the market does not reach the
specified price, the order may remain open until filled or canceled.

c. Stop Orders
Stop orders become market orders when the specified trigger price is reached. The execution of
stop orders is subject to market conditions, and the fill price may differ from the trigger price.

3. Price Accuracy

OrbiCapital is committed to providing accurate and competitive prices to our clients. We utilize a
combination of liquidity providers and advanced technology to ensure price accuracy and
minimal slippage.

4. Order Routing

OrbiCapital may route orders to liquidity providers, including banks and financial institutions, to
obtain the best available prices and liquidity. We regularly review and assess the performance of
our liquidity providers to maintain high standards of execution quality.



5. Slippage

Slippage may occur during fast-moving market conditions or periods of low liquidity. OrbiCapital
aims to minimize slippage, but it is an inherent risk in the forex market. We utilize risk
management tools to mitigate the impact of slippage on client orders.

6. Requotes

In situations where market conditions change rapidly, requotes may occur. OrbiCapital works to
minimize requotes and ensures that clients are provided with the opportunity to either accept or
reject the new price before the trade is executed.

7. Monitoring and Review

OrbiCapital regularly monitors and reviews our trade execution processes to identify areas for
improvement. We are committed to enhancing our systems and procedures to ensure optimal
trade execution for our clients.

8. Client Education

OrbiCapital encourages clients to stay informed about market conditions, order types, and
potential risks associated with forex trading. Client education is essential for making informed
trading decisions.

9. Contact Us

If you have any questions or concerns about our Trade Execution Policy, please contact our
support team at support@orbicapital.com.

Thank you for choosing OrbiCapital. We are dedicated to providing you with a reliable and
transparent trading experience.
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